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Reviewer's report:

In this study, authors performed a meta-analysis to analyze the association of rs610604 in TNFAIP3 and rs17728338 in TNIP1 gene polymorphisms with psoriasis susceptibility. However, the following key issues should be solved.

1. The logic of the part of "introduction" was confusing. Multiple genes were identified with psoriasis in previous studies, more reasons should be presented in why the authors choose TNFAIP3 and TNIP1 into meta-analysis. And why authors only focused on the polymorphism of rs610604 and rs17728338 in these two genes respectively.

2. It was hard to understand why authors illustrate the "interrelation network of TNFAIP3 and TNIP1 with their nearest associated functional protein". It did not seem to be relevant with the purpose of this study. And the "interrelation" was not be describe clearly just by showing with a figure.

3. Including age, gender and other clinic characteristics of patients should be included for further analysis.

4. The result of this study showed the heterogeneity of rs610604 was 70%. Exploring the reasons of high heterogeneity is necessary. Different ethnics, age might affect the heterogeneity.

5. In addition to the funnel plot, quantitative detection method of publication bias should be added such as Egger's test. More details of sensitivity analysis need to be supplied in the part of "Results".

6. Functional analysis should be strengthened. The associations between the polymorphism of two variants (rs610604 and rs17728338) and psoriasis should be discussed in-depth.

7. Some details should be checked and revised. For example:

(1) In the part of "Data extraction", authors mentioned that "all necessary data from each candidate article including HWE results". However, missing value of HWE were found in Table 1 and 2.
(2) In the part of "Inclusion and exclusion criteria", authors mentioned that "published studies on the association of TNFAIP3 or TNIP1 polymorphisms with BD susceptibility". What is meaning of "BD"?

(3) In the part of "Introduction", Authors mentioned that "To data, five types of psoriasis have been identified: psoriasis vulgaris, guttate, flexural psoriasis, pustular psoriasis, pustular psoriasis." This statement is incorrect.

8. The paper needs to be revised by somebody who is English native speaking.
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